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generality of writers who have treated on the vowel
sounds appear never to have looked beyond the vocal organs
for their erigin. Appal'ently assuming the actual forms of these
organs to be essential to their production, they have contented
themselves with - d~ribi~g with minute precision the relative
positions of the ton~e, p,alate and teeth, peculiar to each vowel,
or with giving. accurate- measure~ents of the corresponding separation of the: lips, and of the tongue and uvula, cons~deririg
vowels in fact more iD' the light of physiological functions of
the human body than as a branch of acoustics,
Some at1Jempts, it is true, have been made at various times
to imitate ,by mechanical' meaDS the sounds of the human voice.
Friar Bacon, Albertns Magnus, and others, -are said to have con-'
structed machines of. this kind, but they· were probably mere
deceptions, like some contriv~~ whieh may ~ found in the
works of Kirchet" and other writers of the samedescription.~
. • K.ircber. M_p. p.803. ape WilkinL D.."", p, IM. Schottul. Metlumica.
P .... p. i40_aod. MtIgiIJ
11. 155. B.'POlial Map N~, p. 287. The
btnribk Girl wa. a contrivance of this kind. See McA, J..,.,.. 1802; p. 56. 1807. p. 69.
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The abbe Mical (according to Rivarol)· made two colossal heads
which were capable of pronouncing entire sentences, but the
artist having destroyed them in a fit of disappointment, at not
receiving his expected
reward. from the government,
and baving..
.
.
.
left no trace of their construction, we are left completely in the
dark, as to the means employed by him to produce the different
sounds. He died, about th~ year 1786~ The o~ly attempts which
have a claim to a scientific charac~r, are those of Kratzenstein
and Kempeleri'; 'these gentlemen were both occupied about the
year 1770, in the mechanical imitation of the voice, and have
both in the most candid .manner disclosed the means employed
by them, and the results of their experiments, the first in a
prize Essay presented tQ the A~ademy pf Petersburgh in 1780t,
the second in ~ separate treatise~.
Kratzenstein's attempts were limited to the production of
the vowels ,a, e, 0, u, i, by means pf Jl reed of a novel and
ingeniohs construction attached to certain pipes, $ome of them
ot. most groteSque and complicated figure, for which no reason
is offered, save that experience had shewn these forms to be
the best adapted to the production of the sounds in .question .
.' Kempelen's treatise abounds with original and .happy il1u.'Jo:o
trations, and the author is no less remarkable for. his ing'enuity
and, success, than Jor the very lively' .and amusing way jn which
he has treated his subject. None of these writers, however,
h~ve succeeded in deducing any general pri~ciples.
\

• ,Rivarol. Di8cOfIr. ,.,. 1'""i"trltJlite de la lapt jrflftfOi«. Borgnis. Trllite de. .,ac1tillt.
iflliltJtm, p. 160. .
.
t The abstract of this Essay will be found in the Act. Aetld. Pttrop. for 1780, and the
whole ~ssay in the J""f'fUIl de PAylifwe, Vol. XXI. See also' Young's NtII. PAU. I. p. 783.
. t U M"",",,,,e de.la ptIf'Oie ..urn de" de«riptiOfJ tr."e MtditIe ,.,.Iatt, ptlr Mo de
Kemptl~. Yinuce 1791. Dr. Darwin must also be reckoned amoag the mechanicial imitato~s of s~cb .. Se~ ~ff,'., Temple of Nflltlre.1803. Note XI.
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Kempelen's 'mistake, like that of every other writer on this
subject, appears 'to lie in the' tacit assumption, that every illustration is to be sought for in the form and action of the organs
of speech themselves·, which, however paradoxiCal'the asSertion
may appear, can never, 'I contend, lead to any accurate 'knowledge of the subject. It is admitted by these writerst, that the
mouth and its apparatus, was constructed for other purPoses
besides the production of vowels, which appear to be, merely
an incidental use of it, every part of its structure being adapted
to further the first' great' want of the creature, his nourishment.
Besides, the vowels are mere' affections of sound, which are
not at all beyond the reach of human imitation in many ways,
and not inseparably connected with the human organs, although,
they are most perfecdy produced 'by them: just so, musical notes
are furmed in the larynx in' the' highest posSible purity' and
perfection, and our best musical instruments o1fer mere humble
imitations of them; .but who ever dreamed of seeking' from the
larynx, an explanation of tbe laws 'by which musical notes are
governed. These considerations soon induced me, upon entering
on this inveStigation, to lay down a different plan of operations;
namely, neglecting entirely' the organs of speech, to detennine,
if possible, by experiments upon the usual acoustic instruments,
what forms 'of cavities or other conditions, are essential to the
production of these sounds, after which, by comparing these with
the ~various positions of the' human organs, it might be possible,
not only to deduce the explanation and reason of their various
positions, but to separate those parts and motions which are
,

,

• Kempelea's definition of a vowel, for instaoce, is deduced eatireJy from tbe orgaos of
speech, c. Uue voyelle eat donc un lOB de Ja voix qui est conduit par J. laogue aUll 1~'fI'e8, qui
"Ie IaiueDt IOrtil' par leul' ouverture. La dift&eBce d'uDe voyelle ll'aatre B'est produite que
Cl par le . . . .e pllll ou moiRl lup qDe I. langue OD les Rnes, OD biea ca deux partiea
cc easemble accordeot l la 'foix." §. J06.

t Kempelea, §. 98.
1'01. Ill. PM" I.
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destined for the performance of their other functions, from those
which are immetiiately peculiar to speech (if such exist.)·
ID repeating experiments of this kind, it must always bekept in mind, that the difference between the vowels, depends
entirely upon contrast-, and that they are therefore' best distinguished by quick transitions from one to the other, and by
not dwelling for any length of time upon anyone of them.
A simple trial will. convince any person, that even in the human
voice, if any gi.ven vowel be prolonged. by siuging, it soon·
becomes impossible to distinguish what. vowel it is.
Vowels are quite a different af'ection of sound from both
pitch and quality, and must be. carefully distinguished &em
them. By quality, I mean that property of sound, by Which
we know the tone of a violin from that of a iote or of a
trumpet. Thus we say,. a man has a clear voice, a nlUlal voiee,
a thick voice, and yet his vowels .are quite distinct from each
other. Even a parrot, or Hr. Punch, in -speaking, will produce A'I, and 0'8, and E's, which are quite different in their
qualit1/ from human vowels, bat which are nevertheless distiootly
A's, and o's, and E's. Again, as to pitch, all the vowels may be
sung . upon many notes of the scale, but of tll-is IIlOre her~
after.
Euler t has discriminated these aft"ectioDS of sound, and di&-

or

• Kempelen bu remarked this with his ulUal acuteneaL Describing one
his early
experiments, with a machine something like fig. 5, (rom which he obtllined lome of the vowels
by covering its mouth with hil left: hand. he .aYI, .. J'obtinl c:rabord di~rsea voyellel, SUiftDt
.. que j'ou1TOil plul ou, moinl la maiD· gaeohe~ Mail cela, n'.ni..it que lonque je fiiIoia
"rapidement de lIuite divers mouvemen. avec la maiD et lel doigta. Lorsqu'au ~ODtraire
.. je cooaervoia peDdant quelque tema la m~me position quelconque de la mailt, il me paroi&soit
.. que je D'enteadoia qu'un A. Je tirai bient&t de ceci la coDRqueDce. que le. SODS de la
.. parole ne deviennent bien diltincts que par la proportion qui exiate mtr'eux et qu'ils n'ob.. tiennent leur parfaite elute qlle clans la liaison del mots entiers et des phrasea." p. 4.00.
t De motu am. ill tu1IiI. Schol. 11. and Ill. Prop. 73. Ntn. C. . . Petrop. XVI. and,
MtIII • .Atcul. Berlira 1767, p.354. See also Bacon Hilt. Nat.~. 290.
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tributed them among the. different properties of the aerial pulsations as follows.. The. pitch depends on the number of vibrations
in a given time. Loudness on the greater or less extent of the
exoursion of the particles. Quality and the vowel sounds, he
thinks· must depend on the form of the curve by which the law
of density, and velocity in the pulse is defined, or upon the latitude of the pulse, but this he offers as a mere opinion, unsupported by experiment, save that· to account for the peculiar
property of sound, by which we know a iute from a tmmpet, Scc.
he remarks, that as the vibrations of each instrument are excited
in a manner peculiar to itself, its pulsations must al$Q follow
peculiar laws of· condensation and mqtion, by which he thinks
the sound will be characterized.
It is agreed on all hands, that the construction of the organs
of speech fiJO far resemble a reed organ-pipe, that the sound is
generated by a vibratory apparatus in the larynx, answering to
tI&e reed, by which the pitch or number of vibrations in a given
time is determined; and that this sound is afterwards modified
and altered in its quality, by the cavities of the mouth and nose,
which answer to the pipe that organ builders attach to the reed
,fill' a similar purpose. Accordingly, the whole of the phenomena
I am about to deseribet will be found to result from the application of reeds to pipes and cavities of different and varying
magnitude.
Now it is important to the success of these experiments, that
the tone produced by the reed should be as smooth and pure as
possible. The coame tone of the common Organ.l·eed completely
unfits it for the purpose, and hence we find both Kempelen and
Kratzenstein endeavouring to amel~rate it. Kempelen made the
tongue of ivory, and covered its under side as. well as the por• SehoI. 11. Probe 80.
GG2
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tioo of the- reed against which it. beat, with leather. Kratzen..
stein sueoeeded better, by introducing a .most imponant improvement in its construction. Instead of allowing the tongue. to beat
upon the edge of the reed, he macle it .exactly.to fit the opening,.
leaving it just freedom. enough to. pass in and out during its
vibrations-. By this construction, when carefully executed, the
!ope of the . reed acquires alfDgether a. new charae~r, becoming
lIlore like ,the haman voioo than. any other instrument we are
aOCl*BiIlted with,' 'besides poae&Sing within certain limits the
utMful ~ quality of idetJeUing its loudness, with an increased pres~'Ure of air without altering its pitch ..
AI1 the reeds I bave made use of are constructed on tbis
principle, in one or other of the forms represented in Figs 1 and 2.
They llre ~il attached to blocks /g" furnished with a circular
teoOb ·/ff• .by which they can be fitted into the diWerent pieces
'-Of ~paratus represented in the plate i their place in all the figures
being distinguished by the letter R. In Fig. 1, ab is a .tongue of.
thin lbrass fixed firmly at its upper extremity: a, but capable of.
vjb~in3' freely in and ·out of a rectangular aperture in the side.
of the SIDBU brass tube or reed cedt which it very nearly fits.
This is the original construction of Kratzenstein. In Fig. 2,. ab
is '~e tongue, attached at a, and capabJe of vibrating through
an aperture, which it very nearly fit'i, in a brass plate screwed
• Both these expedients are mentioned by M. Biot (PAy"" 11.) but be .... ascribed
tbe first to M. Hamel (p. 170) tbe second to M. Grenil (p. 171) beiug apparently Dot at all aware
of rbe. existence of these Memoirs of KratzeDltein and Kempe1eD. '.l'here can be very little
dou"t but tbat Kratzen.tein is to be tqarded a. the true inventor of this . . . lam. Hi.
paper was published in 1780. See Young's NtIt. Plo Vol. I. p. 783. .
t This brasi tobe is the r«tl. I believe. iD tbe modern IaDguage of orpa builden, aud
all the toragw; but the term reed is often applied to the wbole machine, and a. sucb I have.
used it in this paper. In filet. in its primitive form. I ••pect tbe whole was cut out of a
single piece of reed or cane near a joint as in FiK. S, which is copied &om Barrington'.
drawing of the reed of tbe Anglesey Pibeona (An:Mel. 111. 33.)
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to· the. upper. surface .of.,the ,bl()ck·.. This is similar to,;the con-

struction. of the. MtUttl1u.&nramUt:ora,\ or .Eoliflll, lately _introduced
·into this country from .. the continent; but it appears to have been
originally suggested by Dr. Robi8OD t.
My .first object being to verify Kempelen's acoount of, the
Yowels, I fitted one of· my 'reeds R· to the OOttolll of a .fun.ael
shaped circular cavity open at tf)P, of whioh Z, Fig. 6, is a section
(~ pipe TY standing on the ·wind-chest in the usual way)t, and
by imjtating his directions, for the positions of the "and witAin,
the funnel, I obtained the vowels 'Very distinetly §. l. soon 'found

.

• A section of'Fig.'2, is seen in itJ place at R, Fig. 11. In aB the other figures R
tl . . .lien of Fig. J.
i'
t"ArL M~sic.l Trumpet. Hac. Britt., Suppl~meat to 3d ed. 1801. Works IV. 538.
Wheautone in HarmonicoD, Feb. and Mar. 1829.
t A reference le Fig. 13, in which 'a 'pipe is represented as staodi8g oD'the wi.d·ohf.lt,
will Hrye to ~lbstr.te the 8Qtiect to "nool UI1~cquaioted witJa the structure of the, organ,
aDd at the IllUDe time aft"ord me ... opportunity of defining certain technical terms which
I sbaD be compelled' to make use 'of.
'
, A large pair Of bellcnrs kept i. ..UtiOll Ity the foot, anti so COIIItroct" .. to atrord
.. c:oastaDt pressure q,~o..ected ..,h ~ loag horizontal trunk, or 1llia4-dtut. of which kino
is a crolS llection, and which is therefore cODStantly filled with condensed air. The upper
side of this trunk consists of a very thick board pkfl, which is pierced 'With a number
of passages sirailat to, '/8. nery ODe of whiell it furaisbed with a wtlve Ill' IH'llet ki
movioa ~ a joint at le, aDd kept closed bJ a sprinS _; a wire terminating in a knob
or key r,' passes through a hole in the upper board, aud rests ,on the pallet, so 'that
on pressing' down tbis knob the- pallet opeDs and a current of air immediately rushes
Ihroap the corresponding passage 'jg, and panes ioto any pipe AT which may be
placed over the aperture. ID this instance R is tbe vibntiDg reed, to be set in motion
b1 the curreat. The term ".,.,. .t is always used for that part of 'Ihe tube TR which
lies between the reed and the wiDd-c:heat. and tbe term. pipe mr ·the portio. BA, which
is ,between the ree4 IIId ·tlle open air. aDd it ,is to be andentood that iD all the figures
the lower end of the tube 'f'Y is nppowd to be placed upon ODe of the holes of the
wiDd-c:heat. The pressure of tbe ait is always measured by the number of inches of
water it will support in a common bent tube manometer. tbis is ge~rally about 3 inches
ID orsaDs.
§ I think it aece...., to mealion tbu the wbole of the ellperiments described in tbis
paper were performed before the Philosophical Society on the same evenings that the paper
was read.
I
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drat on using a shallower cavity tbah his, these positions became
unnecessary, as a Bat hoard LM sliding on'the top, of the -funnel,
and gradually enlarging the ,opening KL, ,would giye. the ,series
U, 0, A, just as well, and by making the funnel much shallower,
as in Fig. 4·, I succeeded in getting the whole series, in the following order: U,. 0, A, E, I t. Cylindrical, cubical and other
shaped cavities answered as well, under certain restrictions, but
I forbear to dwell on this form of the experiment because sub~equent ones have rendered this more intelligible, and I merely
mention it to shew the steps by which I was led from Kempelen's
original experiment.
The snccess of this attempt induced me to try the effect of
cylindrical tubes of different lengths, and for the more complete
investigation 'of this Case, 'I constructed the apparatus represented
in Figs. 6 and 7. TY is a tnbe or porterJe1tl bent at right angles,
and connected with the wind-chest at the extremity T, this tube
terminates in a wooden piston PQ, 'provided with a socket for
the reception of the reed R which is represented in its place.
'A piece of drawn telescope-tube ABCD is fitted to the piston
which is leathered so as to be air-tight, but allows the tube to
be drawn backwards or forwards, so as to alter the length of
the portion P B beyond the reed at pleasure; the horizontal p0sition is given to the tube to make it more manageable. There
are other tubes EFGH of the same diameter as ABCD furnished
with sockets at EG which fit on to BD, and their lengths are
different multiples of AB~.
If therefore any reed be fitted to PQ, and the tube AB be
'gradually drawn ont, it will shew the effect of applying to this
• Kempelen's funnel is 2 inches diameter at the mouth, and 3 inches deep from the
mouth to the reed. Fig. 4, is only i inch deep and same diameter.
t I UIe these letters tbroughout witb tbe continental pronunciation.
! The inside diameter of ABC D 1.3 il1., its leDgth 1 ft. 6 iD., and the wbole length
= 12 feet when all the joiDts are combined.

=

=

reed a cylindrical tube of any length from nothing. to AB, then
if the tube be pushed baek, aDd a joint BF equal to AB be
fitted on, a fresh drawing out of the tube will shew the eifect
of any length from 4B to double A.B, and in this .way wit.
different joints we may go on to any length we please. The
results of experiments with this apparatus, I will describe in
general terms,
No. 1.
lEA 0

U

U 0

AEI

lEA 0

c

U

.

"

Let the line ~bcd repre5ent 'he length PB of the pipe measured
tmm a, -and take ab, bc, cd, &c., respectively equal to the length
of the stopped pipe in unison with the reed employed, that· is,
equal to half the length of the sonorous wave of the reed.
The lines in these diagrams must, .in fact, be oonsidered as
measuring rOds placed by the side of the tube ABeD with their
extremity a opposite to the piston p. the letters and other
indications upon them &hewing the effect produced when the
extremity B of the pipe reaches the points so marked, and the
distance therefore ii'om these points to a respectively being the
length of the pipe producing the effects in question.
Now if the pipe be drawn out gradually,. the tone of the
reed, retaining its pitch, first puts on in succession the vowel
qualities I E A 0 U; on approaching c the same series makes
its appearance in inverse order. as represented in the diagram,
• ID speakiog of musical notes, I shall dtnote their place iD the scale by the German
tablatore, the octave from hoor c to 6 OD the third Jioe of the treble d. marked once
tbus e', the aest above. twice; t!' - . 10 on. Aa a daDdard for the pitch, I use a pitch.
pipe which is made to sound by a small pair of attached bellows yielding a constant
preSBUreof2.5io. The iolemal dimeosioM are .85 by .9 in.• and 1 foot long. LaUere .16io.
Aa attached scale is graduated to .bew th. ac...1 length of the pipe (~t is, the dista~ce
from the bottolll of the pipe to the bottom of the piatoo) in English inches and decimals.
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then in direct order again, and "so on in cycles, each cycle
"being merely the repetition of bd, but the vowels becoming less
"distinct in each successive cycle." The distance of any given
vowel from its respective canter points a, c, &C. being always
the same in all.
No. 2.
lEA 0
6,

U

.U 0

AEI lEA 0 U

AEI IEAOU

e,

ti,

c,

6,

.U 0

If another reed be tried whose wave =a,c, (No. 2.) the canters
of the cycles a" c,' B" &c. will be at the distance of the sonorous
wave of the new reed from each "other, but the vowel distances
exactly the same as before, so that generally, if the reed wave
QC =- 2a, and the length of the pipe producing any given vowel
measUl'ed from a =", the same. vowel will always be produced
by a pipe whose length = ~fla ± ", fI being any whole number.
When the pitch of the reed is high, some of the ·vowels
become impossible. For instance, let the wave of the· reed
=ac (No. 3.) where lac ·is less than the length producing" U.
No." S.
lEA
6

u

()

.

6

U

0

All

c

In this case it would be found that the series would never
reach higher than 0 j that on passing b, instead of coming to U,
we should begin with 0 again, and go through the inverse
series. In like manner, if still higher notes be taken for the
reed, more vowels will be cut off. "This is exactly the case' in
the human voice, female 'singers are unable to pronounce U and 0
on the higher notes of their voice. For example, the proper
length of pipe for 0, is that which corresponds to the" note c
f

"

241
.rid beyond this note in singing, it win be f(tund impossible to
pronounce a· distinct" O.
The short and long U however are indefinite in t)leir lengths,
the short U (as in hi) seems to be the - natural vowel of the
reed, and as this- is but little affected', by the- pipe, except in
loudness, between 0 and b (No. 1.) this vowel will be fo~nd to
prevail through a long space1 and upon approaching b, to change
gfadually into the long U, (as in boot), which always appears
more perfect the longer the distance ab can be made. ' When
feeds of high pitch ate used (as in No. 3.) the vowels always
become indistirict in the neighbourhood of' b, and with bass
reeds there appears to be
'series of, vowels like th~ former,
on both ~des,1he 'points- b, d, &c. (No. 1.) but dj1fering frOBi the
other, both' by being much less distinct, and also by ~cb v9wel
'6Ccurring at twice- the' distance from these points that it does
in -the other series from 'a, c, &e.' after the ,maJll)el
Ne. 4,
where this new series is marked with an accent:

a

0'

No. 4.
_ rEA 0

U

fE'-A'

A' E' I'

..

tJ

OAEI

c

- 6

-Cylinders of the same length give the same vowel, whatever
be'their diameter' and figure. This may be 'conveniently she~n,
by attaching a reed R, Fig. 1l~ to a porte'Vent T,' terminating
in a horizontal dat plate WX covel'ed with soft leat~er·. Tin' or
wooden- tubes of any figure, -open at· both ends, and made' fiat
at the bottom 'so as -to fit air-tight te the'leather plane, may
then be applied, as in the figure, and their eft"ect upOn the reed
tried. Another such leather plane, Fig. 12, may be provided, but
furnished wi'th an embouchure at 'W, like that of a common
,

"

• Tbe diameter of my plate

Vol. Ill. Pdrl I.

H

H

= S inches.
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orgao-pipe. By means of this, we am ascertain die BOte· proper
to any cavity, such as the cone S placed. above it iD the figure.
If this be transferred to the former plane its vowel will be ascertained.
As far as I have tried tbiJ, I have always' mUDd tlla~ aDY
two cavities yieldiDg the identical note when applied to- Fig. 1~,
will impart the same vowel quality to a .weB reed at Fi8- 11,
or indeed to any reed, provided the DOte of the reed be latter
ihan that of the cavity, acoordiog to the principle explained
in No. 3-.
. The vowel distances in the arat se&ies, that is, those mea-MlI'ed from a (No. 1.) are always rathe.. lea than those DteaSm'etI
from the ceater points Cl e. Ice. This diminution varies with differeDt reeds, aDd appears to be due to IOme distorbinl ·effect of
the reed itself, or the short pipe ann_eel· to it which I have net
beea enabled .. Jet to examine so satisfactorily 81 I could wish.
For this reason I have preferred in the follewing table obtaiainA'
the vowel lengths from the second and third series, by bisecting'
their respective distances from each other measured. across c,
which appear liable to no such alterations. These lengths, in
inches, oceupy the third column. For want of a definite notation,
I have- gilfell iD the seoood colmnn the Euglish word eentaining
the vowel ia question. The fGurth. contains the actual Dote of
the mnsical scale oorresponm.g to a stopped pipe of the yowel
len,gth, supposing 0 to yield e' which it doa as nearly as poISibl~.
In eWeet its length:84.7 iDches which with Bemooilli's con·ectioDt·
gives" "inches for- the leqgth of the pitch pipe, and this will be.
found to giv.e 0".
f

• We eau DOW ceDnect the result. .of Figs" 40 and 5 with those of Fig. 6: If the cavity
Fig. <t, be placed OD Fig. 12. aud the' flat bo.rd EM slid oyer its mouth. a llcale oCvotes will be heard. If II.OW any position of £M be ....ea hy wIrieh Z is made to ~ tJte
lame note as a given cylinder, tllea both will yield the identical- yowel upon FiS. 1~.

Z.

t Mal. .4c. p",.: -J 762, f. 460, Biot,. p.,. 11. p. 134,

TABLB

I
E

A

AO
0
U

I.

See

.88P

pPay
Paa
Part
Paw

.6

c·
"~

I
1.8

I

8.OS

Boot

r"

tI'.

2.2

Nought
No
But-

~

"

e".

8.8

.e"

4.7

Indefinite
,

I have found this table as correct a general standard as I
eould well expect; for vowels, it must be co~sidered, are not
definite sounds, like the different harmonics of a note, b~t on
the contrary glide into each other by almost imperceptible gradations, so" that it becom.es extremely diflicolt to find the exact
length er pipe belonging to each, confused as we are by the
difference of quality between die artificial and natural vowels.
Futq.re experiments, in more able hands than mine will, I
trust, determine this matter with greater accuracy, and I should
not even despair of their eventually furnishing philologists with
a correct measure for the shades of difference in the pronunciation
-of the vowels- by different nations.
A few theoretical considerations will &hew that some such
effectll as we have seen, might perhaps have been expected. Aceording to Euler·, if a single pulsation be excited at the bottom
of a tube closed at one end, it will travel to the mouth of this
tube with the velocity of sound. Here an echo of the pulsatiol'i
••

-s

e_

• Pro". 77, ud Con. Scbel. to Prop. 76...d Schol. 2 aad 3, Prop. 78. ia N"". C""",.
Pd.rop. XVI. Mea. Ae_. ~l. 1767. See"'o &C. MttrDp.Art. 9cMuad. p.7'16.
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will be formed which will run back again, be ~8ected from the
bottom of the tube, and again ·present itself at the mouth where
a new echo will be produced, and so on in succession till the
motion is destroyed by friction and'imperfect re8exion. If it be
a . condensed pulsation that is echoed from the open end of a
tube, the echo will be a rarefied one and "ice tJersd, but the direction of the velocity of translation of its particles will be the same.
On the other hand when the re8exion takes place fr:om the sfupped
end, the pulsation _retains its density, but changes its velocity
of translation. The effect therefore will be the propagation from
the mouth of the tube of a succession of equidistant pulsations
alternately condensed and rarefied, 'at intervals corresponding to
the time required for the pulse to travel down the tube. and back
again; that is·~ say, a sh~rt -burst of the musical note COJTeSoo
ponding to a st~pped pipe of the length in question, will be
produced.
Let us now endeavour to apply this reSult of Euler's to the
ease before us, of a vibrating reed, applied to a pipe of any
length, and examine the nature of the series of pulsations that
ought to be produced by such a system upon this theory.
The vibrating tongue of the reed will generate a series of
pulsations of, equal force, at equal intervals of time, but alternately
condensed and ml"efied, which we may call the primary pulsa~
tions; on the other hand each of these will be followed by a
series of secondary pulsations of decreasing strength, but also at
eqmtl intervals from their respective primaries, the- interval between
have seen, regulated by the length of the atthem being, as
tached pipe. 'fake an indefinite line Aft (No. r.) to represent
the time, and let ABC..• &c. be .the primary pulsations, 1Z1J
••• bb ..•
1I
1.
their respective secondaries, and for simplicity we will suppose
that after the third they become. insensible, also we will denote
a cond~nsed pulse by a stroke above the. line, and a rarefied· one

we
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by a stroke below. Suppose in the first place that the intervals
of the secondary pulses are less than those of the primaries, and
take AB, BC, &tc. (= a) to .represent the" primary interval, and
Aa,
aa,
Bee. (= 8) the secondary. The order of the pulses in this
1
1 I
case win be evidently that represented in the diagram.

.

A ••

. .

B'b 6
1 I

1 I

No.

~

.

·

Ccc

.

D tlI" "I

1 I

.

.E e e
1 I

...

Fff.
1 I

Suppo~

now that the secondary intel'Val instead of being '=

should =

2a

+ 8,
No.

A

8,

.

B

··
,

Ca

6~

.

. ..

Db

E c ;,

1

1 I

.

F tl 6
1 I

then taking ABC... at equal intervals (=a) as before, to represent
the primary pulses, we must place a1 at the interval 2a+8 from
.A, that is, at the distance B from C, aI at the distance 28 from
E, and so on, and simil~rly for tt, &c. but in this way we plainly
get, after the four first, a series of pulses precisely similar to those
we obtained before~ both in order of intervals, succession of intensity, and alternations of condensed and rarefied pulses. If
we take the secondary interval =4a+s, we shall find the same
series occurring after the eighth primary, and in like manner
when the secondary interval = 2114 + 8, we always obtain the same
succession of pulses after the 4ft 6'rst which may be neglected,
and as we may take the distances AB, Af' Bee. to represent the
length of stopped pipes, which give musical notes, the interval
of whose pulses are in that ratio r~peetively; we may say that
whatever eft"ect be produced on the e~r by applying a' pipe, length
.= 11 to a vibrating reed whose note is in unison with a stopped
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pipe, 'length JD lA, will al9G be proiuced by applying to the 18.,
a pipe, length. -= ,,.. + 8, ft being aay whole Dflmber.
Let BOW the I8eOndary interval-==~tI-" a similar process will
give the ,following series.
.

.

B

.C

IJ
1

No. '7•
6D

IJ C

.E

.6dF.

1

I

1

I

.

1

This after the four first is exactly similar to the former in the
order of the intervals of the pulses, and the alternation of con~
densation and rarefaction, and only diWers from it by the little
groups of pulses increasing in intensity in this case, and diminishing in the other, a diWerence scarcely worth noticing, so that
we may now say, that whatever eWect be produced by applying
a pipe (= B) to reed (= a), the same will be produced by a pipe
2t1a

± B.
No. 8.
e

IJ 0

oa.80

o a • a

0

Hence if a given eWect a be produced by a pipe whose length
is ell (No. 8.) the same win be produced by a pipe WhORe length
is ee- ea, ee + ea, &c. (taking ee = 2a). Again, if another eWect 0
be .produced by a pipe=eo, the same will be produced by a pipe
=ee - eo, ee + eo, &C. and so on, and in this way it appears that
if llpoD gradually lengthening the pipe we find a certain series
of eWects produced at the beginning, we shall have the same
"series in inverse and direct order alternately, the centers of each
set of effects being separated by an interval (= eel the length of
the open pipe in unison with the reed. So far we nod a perfect
agreement with experiment, and it is plainly iqlpossible to extend QDr reasoniDg much further with respect to ·the ·eWect which

.in

a series

er polsatioas

of. this kind might be u:~ tQ pJOdace

of heariOC.
If we examine the _tore of oar series, we . sbaJl W it
merely. to coosist of the repetitioa of ODe muica1 note ia. sueb
rapid succeMioo as to produce ane.ther. : It has J.. long established, however, that aD1' RIliM whate.er, repeated iD. such rapid
sacceuioo at equidistant intervals, 88 to .ake its- individual
impulses inaensible, will produce a lDusical Dote. · For instance-,
let the musical note of the pipe be t ', and that of the reed c',
which is 612 bea13 in a IecoDCl, then their combiB.ed ef"ect is
t' ...t'···g' .. ·('··..(612 in a secoodl in sacb rapid equidistaDt sue..
cession as to prodaee t, g. iD. this dUte producing the same eB"eet
as any other noise, so that we might expect d priori, that one
idea suggested by this compound sound would be the musical
note C'.
Experiment shows us that the series of effects produced are
characterized and distinguished from each other by that quality
we call the vowe.l, and it sbews us more, it shews us not only
that the pitch of the sound produced is always that of the l'eed
or primary pulse, but that the vowel produced is always identical
for the same value of I. Thus, in the example just adduced, g"
is peCuliar to the vowel AO (Tab. I.): when this is repeated 612.
times in a second, the pitch or the sound is e', and the vowel
is A0: if by means of another reed applied to the same pipe it
were repea~ 340 tim~ in a second, the pitch would be.f, but
the vowel still Ato Hence it would appear that the ear in loSing
the' consciousness of the pitch of B, is yet able to identitY it by
this "owel quality, But this vowel quality may be detected to
a certain degree in simple musical sounds; the high SQueaking
notes of the ·organ or violin, speak plainly I, the deep bass
notes U, and in running rapidly backwards and forwards through
the intel1Dediate notes, we seem to bear the seri. U, 0, A, E, I,
. . our
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I. E, 'A. 0, V, Bec. so that it would appear as if in simple sounds,
that each vowel was inseparable from a. pecul~ar pitch·, and that
in the compound system of. pulses, although its pitch be lost,
itS vowel quality is strengthened. To co~firm this, .we ought to
be able to shew that the note peculiar to each vowel in simple
sounds, is identical with that of the secondary pulse in the compound sound, that is, with the note produced by a stopped ·pipe
of the same length as that in Tab. I. corresponding to the
given vowel, and as far as I have -tried, it appears to be the
case, .but there is so much room for the exercise of fancy in
tbis point, from the difficulty of fixing on the exact vowel
belonging to a simple sound, that I do not mean to insist
upon it.
No. 9.

•

•

B"1

Cb"
•

Dc b

I

E d c

1 I

1 I

No. 10.
"B
1

.

abC

6cD

I

•

1

1

cd E

I

-I

If we were to take the secondary interval = a + B or a - B,
we should obtain series of pulses Hke those in Nos. 9 and 10.
These being after the two first precisely similar to No. 5{ .i~
the order of intervals and succession of intensity, would seem,
at first sight, to prove that we ought to have a direct and
inverse series of vowels like the others, on both sides of b, No. 1,
• Kempeleo bal a curious remark about this, §. 110... ". ,"11 me semble, que lorsque
je prooooce des voyeUes dift'ereates lur le m~me too, elles ont pourtaat' quelque cboae
.. qui doaoe le change l mOD oreille, et me fBit penser qu'il y a uoe certaioe melodie•
.. qui cependant, comme je le sail lde-bien De peut~tre produite que par la variatio..
-co del tOOl eo aigus et graves.........
.
Cl
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and similarly, if the secondary intenal were taken = a ± 2,,+ 1.B,.
we ought to have the same on both sides of d, f, Bec., The
puisations in each 9~ ,these groups, however, are either, all C9ndensed or all rarefied. Near b, therefore, they will tend to
•
coalesce, and will scarcely be sufficiently distinguished
from
each other to impart the vowel q nality in the same way that
groups of alternate pulsations do. When they suggest any musical
note at all, it will plainly be an octave higher than if the
•
pulsations were alternate, because in the latter case, the intenal
between one condensed pulse and another, is twice that in the
former. As the vowels have been shewn to be identified by the
musical note of the secondary groups, it. follows, therefore, th'at
each vowel will, in this new series, be at twice the distance from
b, d, &c. that it is in the, original series from' a, c, e, Bec. . I have
already mentioned, that vowels of this kind are to be found
on both sides of these pointS, b, d~ &c. . (See. No. 4.)
Having shewn ~e probability that a given vowel is merely
the rapid repetition of its peculiar note, it should. follow that if
we can produce this rapid repetition in any other way, we may
expect to hear vowels. Robison and others had shewn that. a
quill held against a revolving toothed wheel, would produce. a
musical note by the rapid equidistant repetition of the snaps of
the quill upon the teeth. For the quill .I substituted a piece
of watch-spring pressed lightly against the teeth of. the wheel,
so that each snap became the musical note of the spring. The
spring 'being at the same time grasped in a· pair of pincel'S, so
as to admit of any alteration in length of the vibrating portion.
This system evidently produces a compound sound similar' to
.that of the pipe and reed, and an alteration in the length of
the spring ought therefore to produce the same effect as that .of.
the pipe. In effect the sound produced retains the same pitch
as long as the wheel revolves uniformly, but puts on in succesVol. Ill. Part I.
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all the vowel qualities, 88 the effective length of. the spring
is altered, and that with considerable distinctness, when due
allowance is made for the harsh and disagreeable quality of the
sound itself.
.
But there is another remarkable phenomenon to be observed
in the experiment with Fig. 6, which, as it is wholly unconnected with the vowels, I have hitherto, to prevent confusion,
omitted to notice. I stated that during the experiment the reed
retained its pitch, in fact however there is a considerable change
in it which I proceed to describe.
. In Fig. 18, the iBdefinite line abcb' .•. i8 taken, as before, to
represent the measuring rod j the ordinates of the curve, traced
below this line as aD axis, are the lengths of the pitch-pipe in
unison with the note produced by the apparatus, when the extremity of the pipe reaches their respective feet-. Let all, bc, cb' .••
be respectively equal to the half-wave ef the ram, thereft,re e
is the center of the second 8f!ries of vowels.
Let the pipe be gradually drawn out; the pitch will relllaiD
constant till its extremity approaches f, about midway between
a and b.. Here the note· begins to flatten (which :is represented
by the increase of the ordinates), proceeding still farther, it con ..
tinues to flatten till the pipe reaches a point B beyond b where
the note suddenly leaps back to ODe about a quarter tone sharper
than the original, which however it soon after drops gradually
to, and. preserves till the pipe l"eaehes e; proceediDg frolD e throng)!
tbe successive. cycles, the same phenomena will be found at the
SiOD

I

J

. • To _ve room on the plate, but at the _e time to .hew dI. real DatUM of t~is
change of pitch, these ordinates were constructed for the particular case of a reed (pitch
=0.6) and drawn to tbe same scale al ibe rod (t of the original) but taken equal, Dot
to the leugth of tbe pitch-pipe, but to tbe excels of it. length abon sill iocbell. If tile
li{le 116; were drawn an ·inch aud a balf hig~r
the ordla.t•• would be exactly proportional to the real ODes. (See Note A.)
.
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cones~nding

points of each, but not in so great a degree. The
whole amount by which the note is flattened varies, but is' generally about a tone, it is accurately stated in the Tables -. .
The point ft is by no means fixed, a jerk of the apparatus,
a too hasty motion of the pipe, will make the reed leap back id
the original note much sooner than it would do with a. very
gentle and gradual motion; it varies ~ with different reeds;
although their pitch be the same, and it varies with the pressure
of the bel1ows, the note changing sooner with a greater' preg..
sure.
Now if we begin from any point beyond n~ and shorten the
pip~ graduaHy, its extremity may be brought considerably behind
ft, (say to m) before it leaps back to the other note; so that in
fact at any point p between 111 and n there are two notes p'q, pr,
which it may be made to produce" neither of them exactly its
proper one, but one a little .flatter and the other a little sko/rper.
Some reeds upon fixing the extremity of the pipe between 111
and ft, may be made to change these notes from one to the other
by a dexterous jerk of the bellows upwards or downwards, and
to retain either of them for any length of time, at pleasure.
With ot~ers again there is a point between m and 11, where
the two notes appear actually to be heard at once, producing a
most singUlar eWect. The, real fact in this ease seems to be that
the reed is producing' its two notes alternately, but changing
quickly and periodical]y from one to the other, so that they seem
to be both going on at once.
To produce these effects completely, a considerable 'pressure
of wind is sPmetimes required t. Should the reed be stiff, or' the
preSsure on it not sufficiently great, it becomes quite silentior
a considerable extent on both sides of p.
t .A. much

• Vide Note A.
112

811
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TJle note always increases in loudness on approaching /. and
diminishes when it begins to flatten. After the leap it is commonly husky and bad for a little' distance, and at every point c,
that is, whenevet· the pipe is a multiple of the whole wave of
the reed; the tone of the reed appears to be perfectly unaffected
by the pipe, and is, if any thing, rather less loud than it would
be without it.
Similar . p~enomena have been imperfectly observed by the
old organ builders~ and have been described b~ Robison, who
set a reed in a glass foot, and adapted a sliding telescope tube
to it. Again by Biot, who also used a glass foot, but made the
length of the ,l~eed to vary instead of that of the pipe·. All ~hese
experiments were made however' with the old-fashioned reed,
whose oscillations were disturbed by the tongue beating on the
edge of t~e. tube, so that the phenomena could 'not be defined
with so much precision as they are, when the free reeds are
made use of. To, discover how the motion of my reed was affected,
I therefore adapted a telescope tube ABC~ Fig. 17, to a glass
porlet,tmt DdEeT. , Behind the tongue R~ but at' such a distance
as not to disturb its action, I placed a micrometer' scale mn,
'supported by a wire o~ by which I could measure the extent of
its ,excursions towards m, which are very well defined: of course
in the other direction they' are concealed by the brass' reed.
I found that the excursions were constant as long as the pitch
remained cOnstant: when the Hattening or sharpening took place,
the excursions were diminished. (See Note B.) The ordinates
of the dotted curve above the axis, in Fig. 18. represent the
semi-excursions of the reed in this experiment. It was remark~
that when the ~d was managed so as to produce the double
• L'"A.rt 4. Futtllf' d·~. par D. B. de Celle., pp. 439.
Robf.oa. Work. IV., 5~8. and £rac. Brit. Biot, P l y . 11. 169.

".w.

(Vide Note Eo)
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note, that its excursions were ,no .)oJ.lger well defined, 'but it
seemed thrown into strange convulsions.
Let us now consider how to account for these e1Fects. We
have SeeD that an aerial 'wave travelling' along a, pipe will
be regularly deflected back wards from the extremity, changing
the sign of its density, and preserving that of its velocity
when the pipe is open; but if closed, then' retaining the sign of
its density, and changing that of its. velocity~ Let the curve
(Fig. 19.) represent
in the usual manner, the densities of the
,
series of waves generated, from a reed R, in a pipe AB, and proceeding in the direction of its axis, the ordinates above the axis
indicating condensation, and those below, rarefaction.
To take the simplest case, let the pipe be stopped at A and
B. The series therefore will have been reflected from B to A,
and back again continually, diminishing in force each time, till
the effect of the waves becomes insensible. The whole effect
upon any given particle within the pipe at any time, will, upon
the principle of the superposition of small motions, be the sum
of the effects produced by all these reflected waves, upon that
particle at that moment. If therefore BA', A'R', &:c. be taken
equal to AB, the actual density of every point of the pipe, at the
instant when any given portion R of a wave, is' issuing from A,
will be represented by the cUl've formed by combini~g all the
alternate portions AB, A'B' taken directly, with all the portions
B4. iJ'A"•... &:c. taken reversely, and allowing for the gradual dimi~
nution of force.
If B be open, the curve must at each point B, DJ &:c. be
reversed with respect to the axis, as is shewn by the dotted
lines, since the d~ensity is. reversed at the open end of the

.

pipe.

.

Suppose now that the tube is exactly the length of a wave,
as AB, (Fig. 20,) and first ~et A and B be both ~losed. In this'
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case the direct portions 411, 4f~ &c. will be exactly similar to
AB, also all the retrograde portions 4BJ 41! will be exactly similar
whatever portion of the wave is issuing from A, therefore all
the direct waves will unite and assist each other, and in like
manner all the retrograde waves, so that the column of air in
the pipe will vibrate in the well known 'manner of a common
organ-pipe. We sbould obtain a similar result if the pipe had
been taken equal to any multiple of the wave.
But if B be open, the alternate portions Bll~ Ill!, &c. will
be inverted.: in this case 41! being exactly similar to AB,· but
01\ the opposite side of the -axis, will tend to counteract it; again
111 destroys 1~ and so on, and in like man,ner the retrograde
waves alternately tend to neutralize each other, so that, in fact,
were it not for the gradual decay of the secondary pulsations,
there ought to be no sound at all in thiR case.
Again, if we consider a tube ab equal in length to half a
wave, we shall find, in a similar way, that when b is stopped,
the secondary pulses mutually interfere and destroy each other,
and when open that they strengthen each other, .and the same
results would be found if the length of the pipe were taken
equal to any odd multiple of the half wave. In the same way
we may examine the case of pipes open at both ends, and so
generally we find, that in pipes stopped or open at both ends,
the pulsations strengthen each other when the pipe equals a
wave or its multiple, and destroy each other when the pipe
equals a half wave or its odd multiple, and that in pipes stopped
at one end, the r~verse is the case. This mutual destruction of the pulsations, when the pipe is
a multiple of the wave .is confirmed by experiment. It has been
sbewn that such a pipe l'8.ther weakens than strengthens the
tone of the reed.
We may now be partly able to see how the reed is affected
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by different lengths of pipe. Its motion, taken alone, is well
known to be considerably under the dominion of the current
of air by which its pulsations are maintained·, and if a pipe
be attached to it, it will plainly be also subjected to the
periodic return of the secondary pulsations," by which we may
expect to find the time and mode of its oscillations affected.
We have seen, however, that when the pipe is about the length
of some odd multiple of the half waTe, the secondary pulses are
united. Here it is tben that we may look for the greatest
disturbance of the motion, and accordingly our experiments have
shewn us, that the pitch of tbe reed, and consequently its oscillations, are only affected on approaching such iengths of the
attached pipe. At other lengths it would appear that their impulses
being separated, and falling in succession on the reed, are incapable of producing any sensible effect OD its motion, although
they are able to qualify the tone by imparting to it the vowel
qualities.
Now as the reed moves outwards, a rarefied pulse is generated, "which travels to the extremity of the pipe, and returns
condensed; and supposing the pipe equal half a wave, the
beginning of this secondary pulse will just coincide with the
extremity of the first, so that as the reed returns, it is met by
this re:ftected pulse, which tends to check the extent of its excur...
sion, and, 88 it seems, to increase the time. The condensed pulse
now ge'Derated will, in like manner, prelent a new secondary
rarefied one, which will retard the reed during its outward motion,
and so on.
~ut "as the length. of the pipe was taken equal to balf the
wave of the reed in its free oscillations, it appears that the wave
BOW produced, since the note is flatter, win be of greater extent,
• Biot,

P"!lIifJ- 11.
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so that the pipe may be lengthened to correspond to the new
value of the half wave-. But this being done, the same reasoning
will shew that the exromon of the reed should be still further
diminished in extent, and augmented in time j and in this way
we may go on increasing the length of the pipe, diminishing
the eXtent of the excursions, and flattening the note, till we
reach some point where it will be easier for the reed to oscillate
. in . the original mode, and there it will of course return to that
mode of vibration. ,But the length of pipe at which this change
takes place, will manifestly depend lIpon the elasticity of the
reed, and the pressure of the current, and may therefore vary
with different ~eeds and pressures as we hav~ found it to do.
But we have seen that when the interval of the secondary
pulses is somewhat greater than that of an oscillation of the reed,
there is a slight tendency to accelerate the motion in diminishing
its extent. If this once takes place, a similar line of reasoning
will shew, that upon shortening the pipe to accommodate it to
the new" wave, it must go on rising in pitch till it reaches some
point where it will be easier for it to vibrate in the other way.
That the lengths of pipe producing all these alterations of
pitch are unfavorable to the reed's motion, is proved by the fact,
that with them a less weight of wind reduces the reed to ~i1ence,
although such less weight is quite sufficient to make the reed
speak freely with favorabJe lengths. It also appears by the same
test, that the lengths with which the sharpening takes place are
considerably' more' unfavorable to the reed's motion, than those
which flatten it.
The" fact of certain lengths of pipe being unfavorable to the
motion ofth~ reed, naturally recalls the experiments ofM. Grenie·.
This gentleman found, that with" some notes of the scale, he
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was obliged to alter. the length of .the . porterJeat, or tube con~
veying the wind from the bellows to the reed,. as there appeared
to· be some given length of porterJeat for each reed, whichcompletely prevented the reed from speaking, but it did not appear
that these lengths followed any law. As .this phenomena appeared to be of the same nature, as that I have ju~ described,
I set_about to investipte it with 'the. following apparatus.
By way of porterJeat I took two brass telescope tubes ~B,
CD, Fig. 16, sliding tightly over each other, and each a foot in
length, the internal diameter of CD. bei~g .5 inches, at A. was a
socket for the reception of the reed R. Two additional tubes
(as EF), with sockets,. served to increase the lenlttb, so that by
combining the use of these with the slide BC, I could try the
effect of a porterJent of any length from one foot to four.
For shorter lengths than this, I made use of a pipe ~B,
Fig. 13, to the end of which was attached a piston BV, carrying
a reed R, and fitting ~ir-tight in the porterJent TYC, which is
represented as standing on the wind-cbest of the organ.
.
. The note of the first reed I tried was == 4.7 inches' by the
pitch-pipe, and uwn drawing the piston BY up by means: of
its attached pipe AB, the reed ·refUsed to speak, when ·TV 3.4 in.
and sounded again when TY=5.5
Now according to the former experiments, this should have
begun .to happen when TV was nearly equal to the half wave;
but the note. of the reed I employed = 4.1 inches by the pitchpipe, which, corrected by Be~ouilli's Table, gives about 5.3 f9f
the half wave, so that the portet1erat was much too short for my
theory·. The cause of this anomaly appeared to lie in the short
passage e/g already described,
which conveys the wind from the
.
It

tile

Especially u the wayea • tJ-e expen.eats always eome out nther,..,.".
lensth of the pitch-pipe, (See Note 4.)
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wiod-ohest.tD the parteD". To get rid of this, I &irly set the
end of the parteDt;at into the lid of the bellows, as Npresented
in Fig. 14, so that the lower extremity To of the pipe, 6r vibrating
~lumn, sbQuld be perfectly :well defiaed. Now iodeed the reed
became siltlnt, when T'Y'.=Ji i·9~ and spoke agaiD· at about 8,
Jeaving a di.fference io. lengtll from the former experiment of
2.5 inches, 80 that. there can be little douht, but that the pauage
efg is to be .. reckoned as part of the pBIrl_enJ, and perhaps
may serve to accouat for the anomalous results obtained by
M. Greni~. Pursuing this enquiry, by means of the longer tubes,
Figs. 16, and 16, I found as I expected, that these intervals of
silence, flattening, 8cc. occurred regularly, whenever the porterJertt
was made nearly equal to some odd multiple of the half-wave
of the reed·. There are faint indications of vowels in this
case. (See Note C).
I shall conclude with a few experiments, which appear to
confirm the views already laid down. Take a piston MN, Fig. 8,
very nearly of the diameter of tbe tube .ABeD, Fig. 6.t By
means of the slender handle 0, it may be made to slide' up and
down the t\lbe, as represented in Fig. 8. If this is done, the sound
of the reed goes OJ) without interruption, putting on, but rather
le.ss distinctly than before, the vowel qualities, in direct and
iQv~ o~r alternately,corresponding to the length of tube
BN, lJetweeo the end of the piston and the mo.tb, whatever he
t~e length Gf PB: while, on the other hand, whenever the length
PM is ma4e nearly equal to the whole wave of the reed, or some
multiple- Qf it, tl\, 8atteoins and -other phenomena take place,
• AI therefore ~re ~e ~. leogtht of Pf'ftntrat. which prevent the weed rro..
speaking, it is necessary to have the power of adjusting TYR. Fig. 6. to the reed made
use of: this is done by a sliding joint at Y, which may be fixed to the required length
1.y a cluap, all this is omitted in the ·figure to avoid confusion.
t Diameter of tube 1.3 iD., of piston 1.i5 W. .

=

=

which in the former experimeniB were found to occur only Itt
odd multiples of the half length. In this case: one portion of
the pulses generated by the reed, is propelled past tbe sides of
the piston to the mouth of the pipe, and thence echoed ba~k
wards and forwards between Band N, producing the vowels,
and the remaining portion echoed between lJ-J and P, as if PM
were a pipe stopped at both ends, in which case we have seen
that the secondary pulses unite, and therefure distUrb the motion
of the reed, when the pipe equals the'whole wat"e, ot a multiple
of it.
If the reed R, instead of being inserted into the piston as in
Fig. 6, be fixed to the end of a slender tube WR, (Fig. 9), which
slides air-tight through a collar of leather attached to the piston,
so that the length PS admits of alteration at pleasure, the vow~Js
and other phenomena are still found to depend upon the . length
PB, (all those of cOUl'se that would have IJeeri produced from
P to S being lost.)
If the reed be. attached to tb.e end of '8 ptJrlevelll TPR,
(Fig. 10), and presented to the tube ABeD, which is provided
with a solid piston PO, the vowels and otber" phenomena are
still produced as before, add still depend upoli. the actual length
PB of the greater tube.
'l'here is one curious .cit·cnmsfance about the two last experiments, . that although the 6attening takes place only when PB,
(Figs. 9, and 10.) is equal to the half wdVe of the teM, or some
odd multiple of it, the amount of it varies with the distance of
the reed fnnn the mCluth df the tube; being greatest, "1theil B8
ja the hatf wave; or al1 odd multiple of it, and alUlost imperceptible, when B8 is the whole wavet or a Dl1Iltipl~, fit when
BB vaniahsl, that· is, wheat the r~ed is exaCtly' at the mouth of
the pipe.. This appGrs to depend upon thl! IIftrent l'ariation
t

• See Note (D).
~~2
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of density, at different parts of the' pipe. We have seen,' that
when the pipe was equal to the half wave, or its odd multiples,
that the variation' of density took place as in a common organpipe, being nothing' at the mouth, or at a multiple ,of the wave
from it, where our lIattening nearly disappears, and greatest
at the distance of ·the half wave, -or its odd multiples, where
our Battening is greatest. Now as it has been shewn, that this
alteration of pitch is occasioned by the reaction of the secondary
pulses which disturb the motion of the reed by a periodic variation
of density, it is clear, that ifin the stratum of air S, (Figs. 9, and 10,)
where the reed is placed, this variation is destroyed 01' diminished
by the pulses returning from BD, that the effect 'on the r~d's
motion win be proportionally diminished.
Lastly, if instead of presenting a stopped pipe to a reed,
as in Fig. 10, we substitUte one open at both ends, such as
a telescope without the glasses, or for shorter lengths, tin
tubes, the Battening takes, place when the tube equals the
wave, 'or a multiple of it, and the' vowels at double the length
they did with stOpped pipes. 'That this ought to happen is plain
from what has been already said, and from I the explanation of
Nos. 9, .and 10, which it will be easily seen, are the, vowel dia~
grams for this case.
Some useful hints may now be deduced, for improving the
construction of the reed-pipes of organs. Organ builders have
been in the habit of attaching pipes to reeds, for two purposes.
'First, as in the ordinary reed stops, by applying· to the reed a
conical pipe, giving the' same note, they hoped that the vibrations of reed ,and pipe would assist each other, 8Ild -the whole
effect be improved, and' this view of the. matter has' always been
taken by the th~rists: the builders however have been perplexed
by finding the motion of the reed obstructed, and its .note lIa~
tened by such a pipe, and have therefore always made the pipe

and O?&.Reed Organ-Pipes.
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little. sharper, than the reed, and its principal use appears to
be, that by its .conical shape, it augments t4e loudness of the
note, on the principle of the speaking trumpet. But w~ have
seen, that although when the r~ed and pipe give the same note;
the undolalio~s". of the pipe disturb the motions of the reed,
whether the. pipe be open o! -stopped at both ends, or stoRped
at. one end only; (alw-ays recollecting
. . that the organ builders
reed-pipe must be considered as stopped at the reed end), yet
that the ~mo~nt of this disturbance varies with the place of
the. reed in such a pipe, being greatest at the bottom· of the pipe,
and least at i~ mouth·, so that it seems that the place hitherto
chosen for the reed is the worst possible, and that it ought
rather to be at the mouth of the pipe, in short that the best
a~gement would be that of Fig. 10, supposing the reed to
be at BD, and the pipe placed vertically. This too would give
the means of conveniently tuning the pipe to the reed by the
plug PQ. With this arrangement the note of the reed is greatl~
augmented, and its motions' being undisturbed, .it speaks' more
readily.
The other application of pipes to reeds has been in the voxhumana stop, where very short pipes, not in unis~n with the
reed, are employed: the principles of this, however, have never
been thoroughly unde~tood, and the whole has always been a
puzz~ to the builders t.
If by a voxhumana stop, .we understand a stop possessing
the same vowel quality in every note, .the thing is easily to be
• See Note (D).

t According to Biot, the pipes of the voxbumana are nearly of tbe same lize,

(Pity,. 11.
111.) but in the diapason give~ by B. de CeDel, they dift"er considerably, although very
abort (FlJCtaar tlOrT;fIU, pp. 840, 866). Their (orm is a cylinder set upon a truncated in-

Yerted cone, aDd half closed at the mouth. The length ot ee = 9.1 in. diameter 1.4 in.
length of c;'''=3.3 in. diameter 1 in.
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obtained on the principles I have laid down, and I think would
be a source of very pleasing variety ~ but it must be remembered,
that there will always be a. natural limit to the extent of such
a stop upwards, from the impo8Sibility of imparting each vowel
quality to the notes of the 8Cale beyond its own peculiar one.
Thns we might haT~ an 0 stop, but it could not extend above
c", an A stop might reach to
and an E to If'·, and so
•
on.
I shall here, for the present, conclude j reserving the appli. .
cation to the action of the human organs, of the facts and
principles I haTe endeavoured to bring forward, to a future
opportunity.

r',

• The pipes attacbed to tbe reed. migbt be made to gi.e E, Dd shades be brougbt
OYer all their lDouths aultaneo1lliy, by • peeI_, 10 U 110 eaable them t. give auy vowel
at pleaaur~, imitatios Fig. ". where bowever the cavity Z may be m~e of aDy conveDieat
form. aud the sbade LM need· not reat OD ita edges, but be made to approacb the mouth
in lny .".y mOtt lluitahle to the mecbaoUm tmployed. The· common reeds ...y be died,
bat their vowel. are by 110 _
10 diltiact u tbue JIftMIucccl by the fret reeds, which
should always be employed in experimenting.

ROBBRT WILLIS.
CAlve CoLloaoa,
MtlrCA 16, 18i9.
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APPENDIX.
•
A.

, NOTE

following Table will serve to illuattate the remarks on the
change of pitch, and, in fact, is the one &om which Fig. 18. was constructed. The pitch of the reed 6.6 inches or K nearly. I have, in all
the ~ables denoted the pi~h by the actual length of the pitch-pipe, as
the moat accurate methqd; all the .eumea are in inchel aDd decimals.
THE

=

11.

TABLE

LIDIth of tube PB,

FIr. I.

Pitch.

6.68

4
I)

6.71

6

6.76
6.81$
7.1

7
8

lit duplication,.....

{ 8.7< = ••

8.8
8.89
9
10
center of 2nd Cycle 17-1
2

od dupli'

'
eation......

{26'

= ap
= all

26.f.5

c:::

ac

= awl

=

6.48
7.5 or 6.t6
7·55
6.58
6.6

arl

7.OS or 6.5
7.11 - 6.5S

center of Srd Cycle M.7

~ dopH
'
{48.S
cation......
'~i'
ath dupli'
cidi.........

{6O.
81 7

~-,W-'

7·01 - (i.6B
6.87 .-: 6.55.

'6.96 -

6.6

APPBNDIX.
TABLE

Ill.

Pitch of Reed = 2.5.

Leactb of tube at lIICeeIIi.,e}
doubliDg poiIIta u tile pipe

-'.75

IS.8

2S.1

SU5

41.-'5

50.85

wuleqtheaed.

TABLE

59·9

IV.

Pitch of reed, an octave· above U. In thia cue the pitch of the reed
being highl the vowe1a were all to.t. The reed, instead of alteriag ita
pitch, and doubling at aucceaive penoda, became .neat .for a little apace
and then reeumed ita note, but alwaye gradually increuing in lCNdnesa
to a painfUl degree, jOlt before ita ailent p1aca.

'-ItII

at lleat poIata.

-

wbeD DOte n!IUIed.

2.55
S.65

8·9
9·9

15.8
16.1

11.7
n.55

28.05
28·9

M..-'5
85.2

40.85
41.6

I have stated that the cycles of phenomena recur at distances
equal to the sonorous wave of the reed. I must remark, however, that
this distance is always somewhat greater than it ought to be, if calculated
from the length of the pitch-pipe corrected by Bemouillis's Table. (Biot.
PAt/I. 11.135. MetII• .dCllll. Par. 1761.) The dift"erence is about an ,eighth
or tenth of the wave. Thus,
Reed, Tab. 11. by a mean of the different}
• the half' wave.......... . == 8.8
dialances gives
But pitch = 6.6, and this corrected ............. 7.2

DifF.

== 1.6

Reed, Tab. Ill; gives half "'ave ........... ,
Pitch. == 2.1, aDd

== 4.65

DifF.

== 1.15

corrected...... ... ... ... ... = s.,

Tab. IV ........•... ~ ..•.... half ••ve s: S.2
Pitch .. , .. - octave above -'.2
Correctecl == .............. -'.95, ,'. true pitch· 2.4'15

Reed,

=

DifF.

==

,715

APPENDIX.

NOTE

B.

Table V. contains a ,set of experimen~ with Fig. 17, and may serve to
shew the effect which tpe length of the. pipe, and the force of· the wind
.has on the excursions of the reed. The reed employed, was one of those
which produced the double sound.

TABLE

Preuure 4 inches.

... .

Preuure 6 inches.

J..eDsth.

PitIcb.

.086
.08
.0241
.OS

12
140
15
16
17
18
19
19·4

10·98
11.18
11.8
11.6
11.8

10.8
10.87

.06

20

.07

21

10·9

.08

Lqth.

Pitch.

12
15
16
17
18
18.75
19
19-5

11.05
11.52
11.6-

20

21

:}
S8
SS
89
40
40.8

lED:unioD.

.076

.06
.05
.(H6

Double

V.

I Exc:anloD.
.07

.066
.056
.OS4

.02
.04

.052

:}

10.75

•064.

10.8

.074

S'
SS
89
40.8

10.8S
10.95
11.1
11.8

.074

88

11.05
11.15
1l.24

.076
.07
.068

11.'

.06

Vol. Ill. Part I.
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12
140
15

.0'12

.'!66
.05

Pitch.

11
11.1
I1.S

.046

Silence
10.651
10.7

Pressure 2 inches.

I Excunlon.

.046
.08
.OS

Silence
17
18
20
21

:

24}

40.8

.

;

9.6
10.2 .
10.4
10·75

.02
.OS -

10.87

.054

11.2

.080

'106
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NOTE C.

Table VI. is a set of results from Fig. 16, applied to the wind-eheat,
... ,in Fig. 13. Table VII. .is a set from Fig. 18, with the same reed. It
.will be 'seen, that in this case the length, of A.B aft'ecta the re81llts 81
might have been expected~
TABLE

VI.

6 Inches pressure.
Leacth of DA " -

Pitch.

WiDd-dlelt.

16.26
19
10.75
ii.5
28.26
28••

5.2
5.25
5.6
5.7

TABLE

5·9

Pitch.

lap•

. 28·9

Flatteriq Toae.

2~1

5.l} Ha,

2~6

i5
27.4'
29-B.
31
M
85.5
86.75
87~6

8B.l
Sg.75
89-8

48.5
"9.2
61.25
68.6

"

vn.

Tooe.

Good.

5.15'
5.t
/$.26
U5
5.4
5.65
5.7 IDd Leap .
5.
5.1
5.16
5.2
5.85
5.46
5.66

~of2!Y. AB = lJ. AB= •• AB:_
8

5.ia

•

5.2S
5.B

6.•

6.6
5.65

5
6

5.65

~75

6.5
5.65
5.05

5.2

5.BS .

6.8
5.8

5.6

5.68

SiJeoce at

B

6.5
4·75
Tooebad.

9·2,
10.7

5.
5.2

5.~

26'7

APPBNDIX.

NOTEJ;>.
Table VIII. contains a set of experiments with Fig. 10. ,The tube
-.ABeD, was fixed with respect to' TYR in such a manner that' 'R was
p.-otruded into the tube 'at distanees expressed in the first column. The
piston was then moved till the flattening took. place, and the note jumped
back to the original one, or rather 88 before-mentioned to one a little sharper.
The distance of the piston from the end of the tube, when this took place
is seen in the second column. The note to which the pi~ had sunk in
the ~hird column, and the sharp note to which it returned in' the fourth. ,
TABLE

VIII.

PITCH OF BEED;
FIIlIT

1-u.P.

!rif:.

~

0

6.46

.6

6.88
6.28

1
2
4
S

4.87.
SECOND :1.K.U'.

Piteb.
ftIt..

4.95
5.06
6.1
5.15
5.17
5.28

6.01
6.06
6.19

.......
I

4.88
4.65
4.5
4.4

!rJ:.

0
1
51
4

20.78

4·9~

20.7

6.0S
5.01 4.85
5.07 4.8S
5.16 ....72
5.17 4.75
U8 4.74
5.06 4.78
5.08 4.85
4.94
6.08 4.88
5.18 4.70

s
6
8
10

it
14
16
18

I

.

Pitda.

LeDph
ofBS.

2O.5S
20.58
10.65
20.85
21.
21.22
21.2
20.78
20.85
20.8

Plato

Sharp.

Here the Battening is abnoat insensible at the mouth of th~ tube, and
when BS==about ~4, and is greatest ,midway. As the first leap takes place
when BP==6.M, and the second when BP==IO.78, we may infer the wave
of ~e reed to be 13.4, nearly, 80 that here the least etFect is produced,
when the pipe is nothing or the whole wave, and the greatest when it
equals the half wave, 88 I had stated. The value of BP is very nearly
conatant, and its variations appear to follow a regular law, ita mean vahle
being' nearly at the half wavei.
LL2
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E.

As tbil book is scarce, I have given the passage, which is curious,
d'Orguu, par D. Bed08 de CeDes 1766-70, p~ 4189.)
"On doit remarquer que lorsqu'on vent mettre un Tuyau d' Anche au
ton. qui lui eat propre selon'la longueur" Oll il se trouve, on le fait monter
en"baissant la rasette (je suppose que ee11e.ci touchoit le coin,) ~e son "devient
mAle, harmonieux. Si l'on "baisse un peu plus la rasette, le son devient
plus doux, plus tendre, mais moins mAle et moins ~tant. Si l'on baisse
encore la rasette, le son diminu~, il s'~teint et devient sourd; si. l'on baisse
encore la rasette, le son double, c'est a dire, qu'il monte tout a coup d'un
ton ou d'un tierce et quelquefois davant~; il change d'harmonie, et ce son
ne vaut rien. On le fait redescendre en rehaussant la raaetR, jusqu'a ce
qu'il revienne a son vrai ton, qui doit-@tre mAle, eclatant et harmonieux,
jusqu'a faire sentir un Bourdon qui parleroit ensemble avec le Tuyau d'Anche,"
p.439. . ' .
. .
• • • • cc Pour lea eprouver, on mettra la main dessus un instant tandis
qu'ils parlent; comme si on voulo~t les boucher, alon le Tuyau commencera
a doubler; mais il se remettra de lui m@me 4'U ton aussitat qu'on aura o~
la main. S'il ne se remet pas de lui m@me, ce sera une marque qu'il sera
un peu trop long, &c......... P. 4.40•
(~r
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